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Cardinal pole catholic school ofsted report

Video produced by St Bonaventure alumnus Jordan Velinor: Website: www.vmvisuals.co.uk Facebook: www.facebook.com/velinormediavisuals/ Vimeo: Question: Info@vmvisuals.co.uk My son is blessed to go here. Parental comments to the Inspector ofSTED, 2009. My son was blessed to go here. Parental comments to the Inspector ofSTED, 2010. My son was blessed to go here. Parental comments to
ofsted inspectors, 2011. My son was blessed to go here. Parental comments to ofsted inspectors, 2012. My son was blessed to go here. Parental comments to ofsted inspectors, 2013. How long until the next inspection? A good school is inspected about once every four years. We can also check at any time if we have concerns. We usually give notice of weekday afternoon before inspection. We can also
check schools without notice. This School Guide heat map has been plotted using official student data taken from the last School Census collected by the Department for Education. This is a visualization of where pupils live at the time of the annual School Census. Our heat map uses postal code groups instead of individual postcodes, and has a natural soft edge. All pupils are included in the mapping (i.e.
children with siblings who are already in school, high priority pupils and selective and/or religious admissions) but we may have removed the 'outlier' statistics with more remote postcodes that do not reflect majority admissions. For some schools, a heat map may be a useful indicator of the catchment area but our heat map is not the same as the catchment area map. The catchment area map, published by
a school or local authority, is based on geographic admission criteria and shows the actual cut-off distance and predetermined catchment area for one year of admission. This information is provided as a guide only. The areas from which pupils are admitted to school may change from year to year to reflect the number of siblings and pupils accepted under the high priority admission criteria. 3 steps to help
parents gather catchment information for school: Check out our heat map. They provide useful indicators of common areas that admit pupils to school. This visualization is based on all the students present who were present at the time of the annual School Census. Use the link to Local Authority Contacts (above) to find catchment area information based on one year of receipt. This is especially important if
you are considering applying to school. On each school page, use the links to visit the school's website and find information about individual school admission criteria. Geographic criteria are applied only after pupils are accepted on higher priority criteria such as Safeguarding SEN, siblings, etc. See the student's heat map FAQ for more information about the student's heat map data source. Jane Heffernan
(Executive Headteacher) enquiries@cardinalpole.co.uk Bus: 30 / 425 / 48 / 55 / 106 / 236 / 254 / 276 / 277 / 394 / 425 / / / Nearest station D6 / W15: Hackney Central / Hackney Downs / Homerton / Manor House Cardinal Pole School is a Catholic community with a long history of success and state-of-the-art facilities. It is an established and outstanding 11-19 Catholic comprehensive school with many
achievements and experience and an outstanding Sixth Form. Your vacancy can check if there are any current vacancies at this school using our High School Jobs List. Please note that school vacancy information is only relevant to applications made after the start of the school year (applications within the year). Admissions The admission criteria listed below establish how the school will admit pupils. This
includes the maximum number of students to be accepted for the relevant year group, more subscription criteria and information about waiting lists. Please note that this school is a mixed school. As a Catholic school it has some specific admission criteria that require a complete additional information form. These numbers tell you about the performance of students in this school or college at the end of their
16 to 18 education phase. These figures were published in April 2020 and relate to students completing their 16 to 18 studies in the summer of 2019, unless otherwise stated. The indicated number of students for each type of qualification is the number who completed 16 to 18 studies at this school or college in 2019. Some students belong to more than one group – for example, a student studying A-level
will be counted in 'A-level' but also in 'Academic qualification'. On Thursday, year 5 our children held a tasting session at Cardinal Pole School as a warm-up of their transition to secondary school in September 2017. Jared Ravelo at 5A said of the trip, We cross-stitched our initials into patterns - it was difficult but fun. Thanks to Mr McQuaid, Mrs Toms, Mira and Mr Woodhouse for accompanying the
children. Performance cookies Performance cookies allow us to collect information about how websites are used. For example, we can record what pages are most visited. This data allows us to see where we can optimize the website and make it more efficient. Foxtons: tbp, twp2, tws. tco Foxtons uses performance cookies to help understand how our visitors use the website and how we can improve our
website. We also host the following third-party solutions, which may set the following cookies: Google Analytics: _ga, _gat, _gat_UA-&lt;TOKEN&gt;, utmx, utmxx Google Analytics cookies are used to distinguish users and sessions and collect usage data related to your visits to our website so that we can improve our website. LivePerson: LivePersonID, LPVisitorID, LPVID, LPCKEY-&lt;TOKEN&gt;,
&lt;TOKEN&gt;-VID, wm-ueug LivePerson uses cookies (where applicable) to provide customers with hosted service solutions, such as LiveChat. AddThis: _atssc, _atuvc, _atuvs, _ Some pages may have a social plugin AddThis to allow you to share pages to your social &lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; and for Foxtons to see which pages
are shared and how. Optimally: optimizelyEndUserId, optimizelyRedirectData, optimizelyData*, lc-sp-uid Optimizely are third-party optimization solutions that help us test, analyze, and improve each user's experience on a website based on their online behavior. Crazyegg: _ceir, is_returning, _CEFT, _ceg.s, _ceg.u, s, u, cer.s, cer.v Crazyegg are third-party optimization solutions that help us test, analyze,
and improve each user's experience on a website based on their online behavior. Cookie functionality Cookie functionality allows websites to remember settings such as screen size, allowing us to serve appropriate content without overloading the network or capacity of any device. mortgage – Keep your mortgage arrangements for use throughout the website. currency - Save your currency settings for use
throughout the website. recent - Saves the information of the last page you have seen. screen - Saves the screen size of the device where you view our website. This allows us to serve the right content for the devices you use without overloading your network and maintaining the best layout. Indispensable cookies allow you to log in to your account and view account details without having to log in again
every time you navigate to the next page. It cannot be disabled. foxtons_session - Stores information about whether or not you're signed in to your account. visit_secure_token2 (session) - Saves the information needed to access your account. cookie_policy_displayed - Stores information about cookie policy declarations. search – Save your preferences on how you prefer your results displayed i.e. display
10 properties per page and filter prices 'from highest to lowest'. To make your experience of visiting the Foxtons website as simple and comfortable as possible we place a small data file known as a cookie on your computer. This practice is used by many websites. Cookies are created when your browser loads websites. The website sends the information to a browser which then creates a text file. Cookies
are stored on your device for various time periods, from the shortest time of your browsing session to several months. Whenever you return to the website, the browser retrieves and sends cookies to the server, which helps improve your experience on the website by: Given the settings, so you don't have to re-enter it every time you visit Given your properties and recent searches, it helps you to stay on top
of the new list measuring website usage so we can see where we can improve you can manage and/or delete these small files from your device, but keep in mind that this limit the functionality we can offer you. The age range that the establishment is legally permitted to make provisions. The number of places students can accommodate. It shows whether the student's family has claimed eligibility free
school meals as reported in the annual spring school census. Parents can claim free school meals if they receive eligible benefits. It does not show pupils who actually receive free school meals but those who are eligible to receive them. Their.
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